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Introduction
Pandemic health crisis has turned the world upside down, and everyone has had to eval-
uate and change their own habits in many ways. Also characteristics of  working has 
changed, which has forced people to step outside their comfort zone, and to learn per-
forming in a new working environment. Learning never occurs inside the comfort zone, 
and unless some external pressure won´t motivate or demand, people often choose resis-
tance over adapting to new things. 

Now we have been forced to face the new reality, and realized we are doing ok. Different 
technological software, that earlier were so annoying and complicated, are now thought 
to be handy, and because we also need those now, we feel them to be beneficial to us. 
Suddenly the situation turns out to be valuable, because the current culture of  distance-
working had been rising for a couple of  years, and will for sure remain. Companies can 
now do trials with distanceworking, and once the employees have been taught how do 
manage it, it might feel absurd to switch back to less cost-effective conventional office 
environments. And for the most; you´ll have a valuable reference of  distance working on 
your cv today and from now on.

This guide provides you with ideas and arguments of  how to promote the wellbeing at 
home office, but the same things work out of  course at the conventional office. It is to 
be assumed, that you don´t feel comfortable with working beside the kitchen table, under 
poor lightning, in noisy surroundings, with the colleagues disturbing you constantly.

This guide is for you, if  you´ve been planning to invest on the most valuable capital – 
yourself  – and you´ve been trying to figure out how to furnish the home office, and how 
was the ergonomics supposed to be carried out anyway.
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This guide is also for you, if  you want a “band-aid” for the current temporary situation, 
and are willing to receive hints how to improve wellbeing at work with the environment 
that already exists. At the end of  the guide you will find therapeutic hints how to ease 
or prevent the “afternoon symptoms” such as headache, and relieve the musculoskeletal 
pain in the shoulder area.

This guide encourages you to evaluate the current situation and your working habits from 
a new perspective. Such as if  you had previously been always eating your soup with a fork, 
and now this guide gives you a spoon. More effective and more comfortable. While these 
two factors are improved, it brings added value for you and for your employer. Wait, why 
would you be interested about the benefits for your employer? When you become more 
cost-effective employee, your boss will prefer you over the less cost-effective colleagues.

Sanna Hakala, M.Sc., physiotherapist
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Furnishing the office

Basics of ergonomics

The word “ergonomics” is a monster, which has at least so far been widely used as a trick 
in marketing to create an idea of  a product that promotes wellbeing at work. However, it is 
misleading to think that any external thing would automatically be beneficial for health; such 
as hiring a well-known personal trainer won´t alone be enough to achieve a great condition. 
Everyone needs to put their own effort into things. Therefore, passive solutions are not wise 
while trying to achieve improved 
wellbeing at work.

Environment, such as furniture at 
home, needs to enable ergonomic 
working. Furniture that automati-
cally supports the body in its cor-
rect position, is good for temporary 
use, but in long term more or less 
harmful for the health of  musculo-
skeletal system.

It is crucial to determine the con-
ditions to which the ergonomics 
are meant to be suited. It makes a 
big difference whether you are will-
ing to use what you already have at 
home or whether you are willing to 
invest.
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Correct setting of the ground floor

Problems in musculoskeletal system, such as muscular pain, are nearly always caused by 
bad posture. Bad posture means an unbalanced loading of  the body. Our body can be 
compared to a building: if  the ground floor collapses the whole building is out of  balance. 
We humans tend to compensate the unbalanced ground floor in order to maintain the 
ability to move.

This compensation of  posture leads to musculoskeletal pain when wrong muscles start 
to work at wrong time. When you face these painful conditions, have you ever thought 
of  getting rid of  the primary reasons instead of  meeting your massage therapist or phy-
sician? This can be done by correcting your own ground floor; when you stand or walk 
it means your feet, and when you sit your ground floor is your pelvis. This ground floor 
needs to be in balance.
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According to the studies, people tend to sit on the average 10 hours daily, so it is crucial 
how we spend that much time, which is even more that we sleep. You need to have abil-
ities to get the ground floor, your pelvis, in balance. And once it is, the curves of  your 
spine gets the correct shape. So first pay attention on setting the pelvis, and the rest is 
automatic. Conventional office chairs support the back directly instead of  positioning 
the pelvis correctly; that´s the reason why the back gets rounded despite of  the backrest. 
Rounded back loads the musculoskeletal structures, leading to painful conditions.

Conventional office chair provides a correct posture temporarily, but always when the 
body gets support from outside, core muscles are passive. The problem comes up in our 
daily life, because we don´t have the external back support in different tasks we need to 
perform. For this reason, the back is vulnerable, and this explains the high prevalence of  
discus problems, such as sciatica. Another problem in the leaning back -position is that 
our brain considers it as a resting position, which makes us tired.

The problem in the leaning back -position is 
that our brain considers it as a resting position, 
which makes us tired.
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Good posture and nicely curved spine

More active sitting solutions, such as saddle chairs, 
remove the reasons for musculoskeletal problems by 
strengthening the core and optimizing the load to the 
spine. Saddle chair enables the pelvis to be set correct-
ly, which automatically makes the posture correct. Yet 
focusing on the sitting position is essential, as there is 
no furniture that automatically provides health bene-
fits. You can benefit from a saddle chair, if  you decide 
to do so. In the same way, you can have a delicious 
dinner, if  you first decide to learn how to cook it; 
but once you learn, you´ll remember it always. Tasty! 

A height adjustable desk is recommended with these 
more active sitting solutions; to get the correct set-
ting of  the pelvis, you need to sit higher. A 90 degree 
hip angle, which is common when sitting on conven-
tional chairs, disables the pelvis to be in its neutral 
position.

Saddle chair enables the pelvis to be set correctly, 
which automatically makes the posture correct.
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Standing can be active as well

It is not recommended to work all the time 
sitting, but switching between sitting and 
standing should be favored. Standing is, 
however, as harmful as sitting if  the posture 
is bad. Also people often tend to lean on 
one leg and rest the other, so the standing 
position is usually unbalanced as well. 

Pelvic floor muscles, which are extremely 
important especially for women, are active 
only while standing in a balanced position. 
The standing ground should be soft or oth-
erwise unstable, so it would boost the me-
tabolism by providing small movements all 
the time.

Pelvic floor muscles, which are extremely important 
especially for women, are active only while standing 
in a balanced position. 
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As a temporary solution, different set ups work for a while, but in long term the im-
practicality and clumsy outlook may begin to disturb. Nevertheless, when improving 
ergonomics, even small developments count.

Standing desk for a laptop

You may build a standing desk for your laptop with an ironing board. Raise the laptop with 
books or boxes, so that you can easily type the keyboard with relaxed shoulders. Remem-
ber to take tiny breaks to raise up your shoulders and relax them down again, because this 
posture loads shoulders when the arms are lacking support. Also the increasing tension 
in shoulder muscles quite often happens unnoticed, so conscious relaxing is important. 

While working in a standing position, put something soft under your feet: a thick 
pillow or towel, which makes the floor nicer to stand on but also makes you move a 
little bit. Otherwise standing still is actually quite strenuous. Try so stand as much as 
you can with your bodyweight evenly divided on both feet, and if  you listen to your 
body carefully, you´ll notice your deep abdominal muscles activate in this position. It 
might be that you cannot maintain this balanced position for a long time at first, but 
challenge yourself  to lengthen the period gradually.

A band-aid for ergonomics in distance work 
Temporary solutions
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Aim at an upright posture

If  you are working beside the kitchen table, put a soft pillow on top of  the chair, and 
sit with your feet placed besides the chair. Usually we have learned to sit feet in front, 
but this position disables the pelvis to be correctly set and forces you to slouch, as you 
might remember from the introduction. You can vary the position by taking one feet 
at a time backwards and one in front, which helps the pelvis to be set more correctly, 
and the good position of  the back is possible. 
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Update the ergonomics

As mentioned already, working environments have been changing already before the 
current crisis, so it is reasonable to expect the trend to be favoring distance work 
more and more in the future. For regular home-based work it is recommended to 
invest in high quality environment that is beneficial for wellbeing. Adjustable furni-
ture fits all the members of  the family, so one investment benefits several people. In 
some countries the purchase of  office equipment can be notified in tax deduction. 

An ergonomic office set-up prevents musculoskeletal diseases, so it can be considered 
as a cost-effective choice. When we remove the primary reason for our physical pain, 
bad posture, also the costs from health care disappear. Thus, more important than 
money is the quality of  life, which pain tremendously affects. 

An ergonomic office set-up prevents 
musculoskeletal diseases, so it can be 
considered as a cost-effective choice. 

Start the furnishing with deciding the best place for your office. The environment 
should be as calm as possible, to avoid the disturbance of  work. However, if  the 
environment is noisy consider investing in noise-cancelling headphones and support 
the concentration for example with music. Your favorite songs can bring you a good 
mood, but lyrical songs might steal your attention too much from work to the music. 
In addition to minimizing the noiseload, it´s important to optimize the lightning. It 
might be that natural light feels to be enough, but try still if  you could get brighter 
view with additional lightning.

Where to place your home-office
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Table

After you have found the place for your office, take measures of  the space to ad-
just the size of  the table to it. If  you prefer an office without papers smaller table is 
enough. New generation tables are always height adjustable, and you can choose to 
either save and buy a table with a gas spring adjustment, or invest more and get an 
electrical adjusting. Also manually adjustable gas spring tables are easy to use, and you 
don´t need electricity for them.
 
The table should support the elbows without a need to lean forward. There should 
be a recess, “tummy place”, in the table top. Also remember to use that space and be 
very close to the table, so you don´t need to lean at all but maintain the good posture 
instead. It´s good to put soft pads underneath the elbows to avoid the skin irritation 
from the compression towards the hard surface of  the desk.
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Chair

While choosing the right office chair, you need to think to which level you are willing 
to raise your ergonomics. You´ll get the greatest benefit out of  your height adjustable 
desk by switching the working position between standing and sitting on a saddle chair. 
If  you already have a conventional office chair, you can use it occasionally when your 
body feels tired. At first it is normal, that active working positions might make your 
body tired before the core systems starts to work automatically.

When you either stand, or sit on a saddle chair, 
your pelvis is set correctly, which means your 
posture is good. This forces deep muscles, our 
core system, to work. After the core has started 
to work, it provides you support in whatever 
you do during your time awake. Also, in addi-
tion to activated support, also the unhealthy 
load has been removed. After that it´s not that 
crucial anymore to pay attention on the pos-
tures while performing different tasks such as 
grabbing something from the floor: the body is 
not loaded in an unhealthy way but supported 
instead, and the risk of  traumas has thus been 
minimized. In about 6 weeks the connection 
between our brain and the core system devel-
ops to its optimum level. So after 6 weeks it´s 
all automatic.
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Remember to take breaks

The most common questions regarding ergonomics are about duration of  periods 
spent on each position, as it is recommended to switch during the day. For exam-
ple working 30 minutes sitting and another 30 minutes standing is a good solution. 
 
In the conventional sitting position, with a 90 degree angle on hips and the feet placed 
in front, cannot be recommended for regular use because of  its unfavorable impacts 
on health. Instead, while sitting on a saddle chair, there are no unhealthy impacts, 
because on top of  the musculoskeletal health, also circulation and breathing are pro-
moted rather than disturbed. Still it´s not recommended to sit all day long even on a 
saddle chair, but to switch with standing. If  you are too concentrated on your work, 
you can set your phone or computer to remind that it´s time to switch the position. 
 
It has been studied that people doesn´t switch the position enough, even though it´s 
recommended to do so even more often than we proposed above. Therefore, it is im-
portant to listen to your body, it will tell you for sure when it´s time to switch.

It is important to listen to your body, it will tell you 
for sure when it´s time to switch the position. 
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Things to be taken into account in distance work

At its best, distance work is more effective than working in a conventional office: work 
can be done in a remarkably shorter time, when otherwise lovely colleagues are not 
disturbing the day. Also time will be saved when there is no travelling back and forth. 
Yet it´s important to remember the breaks. 

If  you are living your hectic years and the daily hours are brutally insufficient do house-
hold chores during your breaks. That has, surprisingly shown to be relaxing, and at the 
same time you´ll get your daily routines done. 

Be active, rest, eat healthy

Smartphones enable you to communicate through different software, which can be 
used also with a computer. Therefore, if  you have a meeting in which you don´t need 
computer or video connection, go out and have a walk while attending the meeting. 

Unless it´s necessary don’t use your time in front of  the screen in the evening. If  you want 
to surf  around social media with your phone, use the night time mode that inhibits the 
blue light from keeping your brain awake. Take care of  diverse nutrition, even though at 
least during the stay home period it feels like you have cooked more than you have done 
during the whole year. Drinking enough water is ensured by filling up 2 x 1,5 litre bottles 
and deciding to empty them by the end of  a day.

If you have a meeting in which you don´t need 
computer or video connection, go out and 
have a walk while attending the meeting. 
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Therapeutic hints for the afternoon symptoms

Small exercises during the day prevent different work-related symptoms. The reality is, how-
ever, that hardly anyone does those without being motivated by an already existing pain.  
Therefore this guide provides you medicine to the most common conditions, such as head-
ache or pain in the shoulder area. Now as you already have got fresh air after you either 
opened the window or had a meeting while taking a walk, and you have been drinking enough 
water, it´s time to perfect the day with the following.

Raise your shoulders up and relax down again 

During the day you won´t notice the increas-
ing tension in your shoulder area, so you 
need to relax it consciously. By combining 
the movement with breathing, inhale and 
contract, exhale and relax, you´ll get a more 
effective output. This contract-relax-method 
relaxes your body through the muscle phys-
iology, but also calms down the system that 
produces stress hormones.
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Pump the upper neck

The tension in the upper neck increases easily and 
will only be noticed after the headache occurs. Sit 
or stand in a good posture, take your jaw down 
for only about 5 cm (do not flex it all the way to 
the chest) and pull your head backwards. Maintain 
the position for 2 seconds and relax. Repeat 5-10 
times, at first it can feel too much and if  the upper 
neck is tight, start with 5 reps and increase reps 
after the movement feels better.

Stretch the head rotating muscles

These muscles are involved with strong headaches, 
and for sure will never get stretched accidentally. 
Start again with a good posture. Bring your right 
palm on top of  your left clavicular, and bend your 
head rearwards right. Hold it there for 30 seconds, 
unless you feel dizzy and need to cut the time. Re-
peat to the other side, one repetition per side is 
enough.
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Stretch your chest muscles

Tight pectoral muscles pull your shoulders forward, which makes you to slouch. This 
very basic movement hasn´t been so popular without a reason. 30 seconds per side.
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1. Shoulder trigger point

Put the ball to the middle part of  your shoulder muscle, and lean towards it. If  you are 
laying on the ground you can make the treatment more effective by moving your hand 
straightly from your side to up besides your head. The ball is in right place when it feels 
very uncomfortable. Hold the compression for one minute per side, no need to repeat.

By affecting the painful spots we make our body to increase metabolism and relax the 
muscles that have been treated. Try, and you might get surprised by the effectiveness of  the 
following movements. You only need a small ball to carry these out. You may do these by 
leaning on the wall or laying on the ground, which is a more powerful option.

Handle your triggerpoints
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Put the ball between the lowest part of  scapula and 
spine, and lean to it. Be sure the ball is not under the 
spine, but on the side of  it. If  you are laying on the 
ground move your arm now from side to side. Hold 
the compression for one minute per side, no need to 
repeat.

2. Upper back trigger point
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3. Upper neck

Sit or stand upright. Put your index and middle fin-
gers to your upper neck, press smoothly and slide 
the fingers toward ears. You may increase the pres-
sure if  you feel like it, and repeat this for couple of  
dozens of  time. 

Breathing exercise

Breathe when you feel stressed, or if  you want to calm down in the evening. Fo-
cusing on breathing is one way to control the psychic part of  us through physi-
cal performance. As said, people are psychophysical combinations; this is based 
on physiological facts instead of  beliefs. Relaxation exercises are based on this. 
 
Guide your breathing to reach the bottom of  your lungs. Your belly gently moves 
along your breathing. Concentrate on the rhythm of  the breathing; count to 2 while 
inhaling, and to 4 while exhaling. Think how your body feels within every exhale; 
your system is relaxing with every exhale.
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Conclusions

At this current situation you have a valuable chance to prove that you can modify 
your habits to fulfill the needs of  changing working culture. Even old dogs learn 
new tricks, as it´s not about the degeneration of  cognitive system but rather about 
attitudes. Nevertheless, this new working environment has been coming already 
years before the crisis, and it is expected that distance working will stay as a part of  
life in the future. It is trendy to be the pioneer, and invest in your own wellbeing.. 


